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[1] Among the most fascinating, recent discoveries in seismology are the phenomena
of dynamically triggered fault slip, including earthquakes, tremor, slow and silent
slip—during which little seismic energy is radiated—and low frequency earthquakes.
Dynamic triggering refers to the initiation of fault slip by a transient deformation
perturbation, most often in the form of passing seismic waves. Determining the frictional
constitutive laws and the physical mechanism(s) governing triggered faulting is extremely
challenging because slip nucleation depths for tectonic faults cannot be probed directly.
Of the spectrum of slip behaviors, triggered slow slip is particularly difficult to characterize
due to the absence of significant seismic radiation, implying mechanical conditions
different from triggered earthquakes. Slow slip is often accompanied by nonvolcanic
tremor in close spatial and temporal proximity. The causal relationship between them has
implications for the properties and physics governing the fault slip behavior. We are
characterizing the physical controls of triggered slow slip via laboratory experiments using
sheared granular media to simulate fault gouge. Granular rock and glass beads are sheared
under constant normal stress, while subjected to transient stress perturbation by acoustic
waves. Here we describe experiments with glass beads, showing that slow and silent slip
can be dynamically triggered on laboratory faults by ultrasonic waves. The laboratory
triggering may take place during stable sliding (constant friction and slip velocity)
and/or early in the slip cycle, during unstable sliding (stick-slip). Experimental
evidence indicates that the nonlinear-dynamical response of the gouge
material is responsible for the triggered slow slip.

Citation: Johnson, P. A., B. Carpenter, M. Knuth, B. M. Kaproth, P.-Y. Le Bas, E. G. Daub, and C. Marone (2012), Nonlinear
dynamical triggering of slow slip on simulated earthquake faults with implications to Earth, J. Geophys. Res., 117, B04310,
doi:10.1029/2011JB008594.

1. Introduction

[2] Accumulating evidence suggests that dynamic trig-
gering of fault slip takes place in most or all of the identified
spectrum of slip behaviors for tectonic faults [Peng and
Gomberg, 2010]. It is currently thought that a large per-
centage of earthquake aftershocks may be dynamically
triggered [van der Elst and Brodsky, 2010; Marsan and
Lengliné, 2008] and it is therefore plausible that large
numbers of all types of fault slip events are dynamically
triggered. Dynamic triggering can take place in close prox-
imity to the earthquake main shock [Gomberg et al., 2003;

van der Elst and Brodsky, 2010; Taira et al., 2009] or
remotely at great distances from the triggering source, and it
may be either instantaneous or, more frequently, delayed
[Gomberg et al., 2004; Bodin et al., 1994; Gomberg, 2001].
Instantaneous dynamic triggering of slip is associated pri-
marily with surface waves [Bodin et al., 1994; Gomberg,
2001], and occasionally shear waves (e.g., D. Zigone et al.,
Triggering of tremors and slow slip event in Guerrero
(Mexico) by the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile, earthquake,
submitted to Geophysical Research Letters, 2012), while
delayed triggering may be due to dynamically induced
instability [Johnson and Jia, 2005; Johnson et al., 2008;
Griffa et al., 2011, 2012] and/or cascading or avalanche
behavior [e.g., Sornette and Sornette, 1989]. Triggering
strains can be surprisingly low (<10!8) [e.g., van der Elst
and Brodsky, 2010], inducing extremely small displace-
ments (a strain of 10!8 produced by a typical surface wave
generates a particle displacement of order 30 microns at
earthquake nucleation depths). As triggering of earthquakes
occurs via small stress perturbations, a logical conclusion is
that faults are in a critical state, already near failure [e.g.,
Scholz, 2010; Johnson and Jia, 2005] and the wave
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perturbation advances or delays the time of slip [e.g.,
Gomberg et al., 1997].
[3] Shallow, dynamically triggered slow slip, observed

geodetically, has been known for several decades [Allen
et al., 1972; Bodin et al., 1994]. Some observations of trig-
gered slow slip, particularly shallow slow slip, have been
shown to take place at any time in the earthquake cycle by
Hudnut and Clark [1989]. Gomberg [2010] has recently
argued that slow slip associated with nonvolcanic tremor
must be in a near-failure condition. In both cases, the pres-
ence of slow slip suggests lower effective stress conditions
than earthquakes [Brodsky and Prejean, 2005], a very weak
fault [Zoback and Beroza, 1993] and/or chemical and ther-
mal conditions not well understood. In the event that seis-
micity is recorded for a dynamically triggered slow slip, it is
very small in magnitude and can be delayed from the slip
event onset [Glowacka et al., 2002; Bodin et al., 1994].
Triggered slow slip may last from minutes to months, be
delayed and/or occur repeatedly in sequence [Bodin et al.,
1994; Zigone et al., submitted manuscript, 2012]. Recently,
dynamically triggered slow and silent slip has been broadly
observed simultaneously with nonvolcanic tremor [Rogers
and Dragert, 2003; Hiramatsu et al., 2008; Miyazawa and
Mori, 2005; Miyazawa and Brodsky, 2008; Brodsky and

Prejean, 2005; Itaba and Ando, 2011; Zigone et al., sub-
mitted manuscript, 2012]. Tidal forces were shown to drive
non-volcanic tremor [Hawthorne and Rubin, 2010], showing
that oscillatory loads at much lower frequencies than seismic
waves can trigger tremor and slow slip. These observations
imply specific physical constraints regarding triggering of
slow slip, and open a new portal into deep crustal slip
mechanics as many have noted [e.g., Rubinstein et al.,
2010].
[4] A number of observations show dependence of earth-

quake triggering on the amplitude of the triggering seismic
waves, suggesting a nonlinear dynamical mechanism with a
seismic strain-amplitude threshold [Johnson and Jia, 2005;
Gomberg and Johnson, 2005], as well as strong directional
effects of the triggering wave [e.g., Gonzalez-Huizar and
Velasco, 2011; Gomberg et al., 2004; Zigone et al., submit-
ted manuscript, 2012]. Because triggered slow slip may occur
at lower effective pressures and/or on weaker faults than
earthquake triggering, it may well be more susceptible to
nonlinear dynamical effects. Indeed, in Japan, amplitude-
dependent triggered-tremor associated with slow slip that may
be nonlinear in nature has been recently observed in response
to the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman and 2003 Tokachi-oki earth-
quakes [Miyazawa and Brodsky, 2008]. Observations of trig-
gering by the 2002 Denali earthquake show evidence for
amplitude dependence with the triggering surface waves
[Rubinstein et al., 2007]. Triggering of slow slip and tremor at
Guerrero, Mexico also suggest dynamic wave amplitude
dependence (Zigone et al., submitted manuscript, 2012).
[5] To date, our laboratory studies show that dynamic

triggering requires the presence of gouge material—the
granular material in the fault core that is created by frictional
wear and comminution associated with granular crushing
and grinding during repeated episodes of slip over geologic
time. We have not succeeded in dynamically triggering slip
along bare rock faces or for frictional shear between other
types of solid interfaces, such as Plexiglas. Because gouge
may be a necessary ingredient for triggering of slip along
tectonic faults, it is important to understand the physics of
gouge friction under seismogenic conditions. In this article,
we experimentally investigate triggered slow slip in a system
that contains a mock gouge material, and show that nonlin-
ear dynamics play a key role in the slip process.

2. Experiments

[6] We perform experiments in a double-direct shear
configuration using a servo-hydraulic testing machine
(Figure 1) [e.g., Marone, 1998]. Layers of simulated fault
gouge are subjected to shear under conditions of constant
normal stress with periodic application of acoustic waves.
The apparatus is servo-controlled so that constant normal
load and shear displacement rate are maintained at "0.1kN
and "0.1 mm/s, respectively. The applied stresses on the
shearing layers are measured with strain gauge load cells in
series with each of the loading axes. The apparatus is mon-
itored via computer to record loads, displacements, and
stresses at 10 kHz sampling frequency. A second acquisition
system records acoustic acceleration, shear stress and layer
thickness at 330 kHz sampling frequency. The initial layer
thickness is 2 # 4 mm (two layers), the frictional contact

Figure 1. Experimental configuration. We employ a
double-direct shear configuration in a biaxial load frame,
which applies a normal stress to three steel forcing blocks
that contain symmetric layers of glass beads at the block
interfaces. An orthogonal piston drives the central block
downward at a constant displacement rate to create shear.
The steel blocks have rough surfaces in contact with the
glass beads. The wave source transducer and the acceler-
ometer are placed on opposite sides of the central block.
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dimensions is 10x10 cm, and the central block vertical dis-
placement rate is 5 mm /s, corresponding to a strain rate of
approximately 1.2 # 10!3/s. In the experiments presented
here, applied horizontal stress is 2 MPa. The beads are class
IV spheres (dimension from 105 to 149 microns). For trig-
gering, a toneburst of $5 s at 40.3 kHz is applied via an
acoustic source (Figure 1). A Matec M50-2, 50 kHz piezo-
ceramic is attached mechanically to the central block using
vacuum grease as couplant and driven by a Techron 7520
amplifier. The signal is detected on the opposite face of the
central block using a Brüel and Kjær model 4393 acceler-
ometer attached with beeswax, amplified by a Brüel and
Kjær 2635 charge amplifier. Elastic wave strain is estimated

as follows. In a harmonic wave, strain ɛ = du/dx is related to
acceleration ü = d2u/dx2

ɛ % !u
wc

% _u
c

&1'

for the time-averaged amplitude. We digitize the accelera-
tion data and record the absolute value of the sinusoidal
waveform with a sampling rate of 330 kHz at 16 bits vertical
resolution. Calculated detected strain amplitudes applied
range from about 0.01–9 microstrain, corresponding to <1%
of the normal stress. Background noise is <5 # 10!7 strain
with frequency <100 Hz. Noise is removed by high-pass
filtering the data above 100 Hz.
[7] We use an amplitude thresholding algorithm to extract

acoustic emissions after band pass filtering the signal at 34–
45 kHz. Visual inspection of the time signals shows that the
algorithm misses very few acoustic emission events ((1%).

3. Results

[8] We find that slow and silent-slip is triggered by
dynamic waves when the normal stress is !$3 MPa under
room dry conditions. Weak acoustic emissions (AE) accom-
pany and follow the slow slip event. In general, at larger
normal loads acoustic waves trigger primarily dynamic stick-
slip failure (triggered laboratory earthquakes) with attendant
seismic wave radiation [Johnson et al., 2008]. For the range
of normal stresses from 0.5 to 3 MPa load, laboratory earth-
quake stick-slip cycles and stable sliding are interspersed,
and triggering may be induced either during stick-slip or
stable frictional sliding. A fundamental test of nonlinear
dynamics in the triggering process is amplitude dependence
of measured physical parameters that include shear stress
drop, thickness change and displacement along the shearing
axis. Experiments with prolonged stable sliding provide a
means to explore the amplitude dependence of dynamic-
wave triggering of slow slip because the reference shear
stress, material thickness and displacement-rate are constant.
Thus the amplitude dependences of measured parameters are
simple to measure relative to the reference state (Note the two
gouge layers thin very slowly as material is lost at the bottom

Figure 2. Strain amplitudes of applied acoustic perturbation
detected at accelerometer (solid circles) and shear stress
(solid line) versus experimental run time for an experiment
run at 2 MPa horizontal stress. The stick slip and stable slid-
ing regimes are both shown. At the time of each acoustical
perturbation there is a shear stress drop, as well as a thickness
change and a shear displacement (Figure 4). Post disturbance,
there is a long-term recovery back to the equilibrium shear
stress over tens of seconds. Figure 3 shows an expanded view
of the triggered slow slip occurring at 4595 s. Figure 4 com-
pares the slow slip events with one stick-slip event.

Figure 3. Example of triggered slow slip in the laboratory. (a) The triggering toneburst signal recorded
using the accelerometer, in arbitrary units (A.U.). The sampling frequency is 330 kHz, the signal has a
center frequency of 40.3 kHz, and is applied for approximately 5 s duration. The inset shows a zoom of
the recorded signal ($200 microseconds). (b) The shear stress signal. When the toneburst is applied at
about 4595 s there are five characteristic stages that follow, as described in the text.
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of the apparatus. This is a much slower rate than the effects
due to wave perturbation).
[9] Figure 2 shows the shear stress of an experiment that

exhibits long-duration stable sliding over >1500 s at 2 MPa
horizontal stress. Preceding the stable sliding, the material
exhibits stick-slip as shown. During the period of stable
sliding, acoustical signal bursts (tonebursts) are applied at
successively increasing amplitudes. Each detected triggering
strain amplitude is shown in Figure 3 as well as the associ-
ated shear stress drop signaling a slow slip failure. The shear
stress decrease is proportional to the detected strain ampli-
tude and increases as wave strain amplitude increases. We
will quantify this relation later. An example of a single,
triggered slow slip is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the
detected acoustical toneburst waveform (with expanded
view in inset) and Figure 3b shows the effect of the pertur-
bation on the shear stress. The shear stress exhibits charac-
teristic behaviors as noted by Roman numerals in Figure 3b.

These are (I) an immediate decrease in frictional strength
with an acceleration of shear slip within the gouge layer;
(II) a deceleration of slip rate; (III) a stablization in shear
stress toward a new equilibrium value until the toneburst
signal is terminated (termed material ’conditioning’, [e.g.,
Guyer and Johnson, 2009]; (IV) a quasi-elastic recovery;
and (V) a material strengthening as the gouge material
dilates. Eventually, the shear stress recovers to its pre-
triggered level, if one waits long enough (see Figure 2). The
induced stress drop and slip event do not produce the large-
amplitude acoustical wave radiation associated with labora-
tory earthquakes, including triggered laboratory earthquakes
[Johnson et al., 2008]; however small amplitude acoustic
emission (AE) are observed during and following slow
slip events (discussed in Figures 4 and 5). Stages (I-V)
resemble nonlinear-dynamical behaviors observed in
unsheared granular solids [Guyer and Johnson, 2009; Ten
Cate and Shankland, 1996] and unconsolidated, unsheared

Figure 4. Stick-slip and triggered slow slip for the largest five triggered events for experiment p2395
conducted at 2 MPa horizontal load. In this experiment, the gouge layer begins in stick-slip mode
(Figure 4a), evolves to stable sliding where the amplitude dependence measurements were made
(Figure 4b), and near the end of the experiment slowly evolves back to stick-slip mode. This sort of insta-
bility—stable sliding interspersed with stick-slip, and vice versa—is commonly observed at low applied
loads. (a) Example of stick-slip overlain by shadowing. No acoustical perturbation is applied during this
time. Curves shown in vertical sequence top to bottom are: shear stress t in MPa; normalized values of
change in gouge layer thickness DT/T0; change in slip along shearing direction DL/L0 obtained from the
displacement of the central block (data are detrended, thereby eliminating the effect of the 5 mm/s shear-
ing rate); and detected low-amplitude acoustic emission (AE) in relative amplitude. Each vertical line cor-
responds to an AE, and the line height corresponds to relative amplitude (relative to the other events).
Stick-slips generate large amplitude acoustical radiation by at least one order of magnitude and are not
shown so that the AE can be distinguished. The reference values of T0 and L0 are the thickness and dis-
placement prior to the slip event. (b) Experimental observations of dynamically triggered, slow slip,
induced at progressively larger wave amplitudes during the same experiment. The vertical scales and
variables in Figures 4a and 4b are identical. Dynamic-wave triggering of slow slip is indicated by thin
vertical lines located beneath the shear stress curves showing triggering times, shown by shadowed
regions. Recorded strains of the applied perturbing wave range from 0.5–1.6 microstrain are much larger
in amplitude than the AE and are not shown so that the AE events can be distinguished. The recovery of the
thickness change due to triggering has a different character than for stick-slip (curves 2a and 2b) indicating
that the nature of the dilation responsible for the recovery is different. In both cases, recovery to the original
equilibrium thickness occurs, given sufficient time.
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glass bead packs [Johnson and Jia, 2005; Brunet et al.,
2008]. Slow dynamics, the recovery process associated
with dilation after wave excitation are analogous to creep,
but are driven by a dynamic wave perturbation.
[10] In Figure 4a we show typical stick-slip characteristics

and in Figure 4b we show slow slip event characteristics.
Slip events of both types are characterized by abrupt shear-
stress decrease, layer compaction, shear displacement and
AE from the simulated fault zone. The large amplitude
broadcast due to the stick-slip event is excluded from
Figure 4a in order to show the small amplitude AE, and
to compare to the triggered AE. Similarly, the applied trig-
gering toneburst is excluded from the slow slips.

[11] Triggered slip exhibits unique characteristics (Figure 4b):
(i) the slip magnitude, stress drop and thickness change are
dynamic wave amplitude-dependent; (ii) the stress drop and
thickness-change decelerate during slip, extending slip
duration (Figure 5a); (iii) bursts of AE occur with triggering,
decaying in amplitude and intensity over time; and (iv), the
shear stress and material thickness recover to their equilib-
rium values over tens of seconds (the thickness taking longer
to recover).
[12] Figure 5a shows the slip duration versus the shear-slip

velocity for stick slips and triggered slow slips, and
Figure 5b compares a single stick slip to a slow slip event.
The slip initiation is defined as the onset of the shear stress

Figure 5. Measured slow slip characteristics. (a) Slip velocity versus slip duration for stick-slip and slow
slip events shown in Figure 4. The stick-slip events are shorter in duration than the slow slips. The distri-
bution of slow slip durations are correlated with applied amplitude—in general, the larger the amplitude
the longer the slip duration. The average slip velocity reported is obtained from the change in slip
corresponding to the stress drop onset minus the change in slope at the end of the event divided by the
associated time interval, Dv/Dt. (b) Comparison of a stick slip and slow slip event over the same time
interval (shear stress t is in arbitrary units). At no point in the slow slip event does the slip velocity
approach the stick slip velocity. (c) Dependencies of measured parameters on strain amplitude due to trig-
gering wave amplitude. The normalized shear displacement (microns), the thickness change (microns), the
shear stress change (MPa) and the sum of the AE amplitudes for 55 s after the slip event (the approximate
recovery time) are shown. The sum of the AE amplitudes has a dependence that is very similar to the AE
event counts during this same period time. All parameters increase with the applied dynamic strain ampli-
tude, indicating an elastically nonlinear process. (d) Dependence of sum of the AE amplitudes on the slip
event distance. A linear function fits the data reasonably well, but the functionality may be different. Note
that for the lowest strain amplitude triggering strains (not shown), no change in displacement is measured
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drop and the slip termination is defined by the change in
slope of the shear stress at its termination, applying a poly-
nomial fit. For triggered events, the termination of the slip
event is defined as the slope change from phases II to III in
Figure 3b. The slip duration is clearly longer for the slow
slips. Figure 5c shows perturbing wave strain amplitude
dependence on the slip characteristics. The approximate
linear dependences, the modulus decrease associated with
application of dynamic waves (Figure 5c), and long-duration
material recovery (Figure 3b) are hallmarks of nonlinear
dynamics observed in unsheared glass bead packs and nearly
all Earth materials [Johnson and Jia, 2005; Guyer and
Johnson, 2009; Ten Cate and Shankland, 1996; Brunet
et al., 2008]. Figure 5d shows the relation between the dis-
placement along the shearing direction and the sum of the
AE amplitudes occurring during the recovery time (the slow

dynamics). There is a clear relation of slip magnitude and the
AE intensity. We fit this with a linear function as noted in
Figure 5d, but the functionality may be different. The
observed amplitude dependence indicates that the triggering
is induced by a dynamically elastic nonlinear mechanism—
a dynamically elastic linear mechanism would not result in
amplitude dependent parameters. Mohr-Coulomb failure
is one such elastically linear mechanism. During Mohr-
Coulomb failure, a wave with stress amplitude sufficiently
large would force failure. Larger wave amplitudes would
have no additional effect—there would exist no wave
amplitude dependence of the measured characteristics
shown in Figure 5. We note that we have conducted several
other experiments where triggering is induced during stable
sliding, including progressively stepping up and down in
applied triggering wave amplitude. The results show similar
characteristics to those shown in Figure 4.
[13] Figure 6 shows the recoveries—the slow dynamics

associated with layer dilation—of the shear stress and the
layer thickness, post triggered slip and after the dynamic
wave forcing has been terminated. The shear stress and
thickness have been normalized for comparison. The
recovery of the shear stress appears to be a simple expo-
nential involving a time scale that is independent of the
perturbing wave amplitude and/or the size of the shear stress
recovery. The recovery process is capacitor-like—the time
scale of the recovery is independent of the size of the
recovery. The slow dynamical recovery in unsheared sand-
stone subject to progressively increasing amplitude wave
perturbation shows similar recovery behavior [TenCate
et al., 2000]. The recovery of the layer thickness, approxi-
mately linear in time, is far longer than the shear stress for
reasons we currently do not understand; however, in
experiments in an unsheared glass bead pack perturbed
by an acoustic wave, we also observe longer-term recovery
of the material length than the velocity/modulus.
[14] As a means to summarize findings, Figure 7 shows a

schematic of the sheared, gouge material elastic response to
wave perturbation. We are currently conducting molecular
dynamical modeling studies of shear with and without trig-
gering in granular materials in order to quantify the physics
controlling the experimental observations [e.g., Griffa et al.,
2011, 2012].

4. Analysis and Discussion

[15] Dynamically triggered slow slip has been directly
observed in Earth applying GPS, strain and or tilt measure-
ments [e.g., Glowacka et al., 2002; Bodin et al., 1994;
Hudnut and Clark, 1989; Zigone et al., submitted manu-
script, 2012]. Assuming that tremor is a manifestation of
slow slip [e.g., Hiramatsu et al., 2008; Gomberg, 2010],
observations of slow slip and triggered slow slip are
becoming increasingly common as more and more obser-
vations are made. Dynamically triggered tremor and low
frequency earthquakes (LFEs) have been observed in both
subduction [e.g., Miyazawa and Brodsky, 2008] and trans-
form faulting (the San Andreas fault [e.g., Shelly, 2010;
Shelly et al., 2011; Rubinstein et al., 2007]). LFEs are
discrete signals contained within tremor records that resem-
ble earthquake signals, but which are depleted in higher
frequencies when compared to earthquakes of similar

Figure 6. Slow dynamical recoveries of the shear modulus
and thickness for the seven triggering events shown in
Figure 2. Data have been normalized for overlay. Note
approximately exponential recovery of the shear stress and
the linear recovery of the thickness, with longer duration.
The shear stress curves are normalized such that the average
shear stress while sound is applied is zero, and the final aver-
age recovered value of the shear stress is 1. The thickness
curves are normalized such that the thickness evolves
approximately from 1 to zero during the application of
the AC signal.
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magnitude [Shelly et al., 2011; Hiramatsu et al., 2008].
Tremor and slow slip are coincident where triggered tremor
has been observed, such as in Cascadia [Wech and Creager,
2007], Japan [Hiramatsu et al., 2008; Itaba and Ando, 2011],
and the Guerrero region in Mexico (Zigone et al., submitted
manuscript, 2012), and has been inferred along the San
Andreas Fault at Parkfield [Brenguier et al., 2008; Shelly
et al., 2011]. Shelly et al. [2011] identified widespread trig-
gering of tremor/LFEs at Parkfield in response to a large
number of distant earthquakes. Delayed and long-duration
tremor/LFE activity was noted, and the authors infer that the
delay and duration point to triggered slow slip as being
responsible. Tremor and slow slip have also been shown to
be coincident in laboratory studies [Voisin et al., 2008].
[16] The relation between AE integrated event amplitudes

and slip magnitude observed in the laboratory shown in
Figure 5c indicates that (i) AE bursts are due to triggered
slow slip, (ii) that AE is a proxy for slip, (iii) that the slip
magnitude is wave amplitude dependent and (iv) that the
gouge compacts at triggered slip time (Figure 5b). We posit
the laboratory AE are a manifestation of a similar process as
that in Earth, and that the LFEs/tremor are a proxy for slip.

[17] Our work suggests that triggered slow slip and LFEs/
tremor occur only at extremely low effective pressures—
lower than those necessary to trigger laboratory earthquakes.
In fact we have induced triggered slow slip early in the shear
stress cycle where material dilation is only beginning
(Figure 8) in accord with some Earth observations [Hudnut
and Clark, 1989] but in contrast to others [Gomberg,
2010]. Triggering of stick-slip is observed only when the
material is in a critical state, near failure [Johnson et al.,
2008]. The experimental work suggests that triggering of
all types of slip by dynamic waves requires small effective
pressures. At 2 MPa, assuming a density of 2 kg/m3 and a
wave speed of 1000 m/s, and dynamic strains ɛ = 10!6–
10!5, acoustical pressures induced in the laboratory study
are of order

Pdyn % rc2ɛ % $20! 200 N=m2 $ 20! 200 Pa: &2'

This is 10!7 ! 10!6% of the applied horizontal stress. As
effective pressure increases, the acoustic pressures become a
smaller fraction of the applied pressure and the elastic non-
linearity has a correspondingly smaller effect. At effective
stresses of about 30 MPa, nonlinear effects in rock are
unmeasureable [e.g., Zinszner et al., 1997], supporting the
hypothesis that effective pressures must be very low for
nonlinear dynamical triggering to take place.
[18] Triggering of this nature takes place because of the

nonlinear dynamics of the gouge, which forces simultaneous
shear stress decrease and layer compaction inducing a slip
event. We believe that it is the nonlinear ‘conditioning’ of
the material that modifies and destabilizes its elastic prop-
erties, preparing it for and acting during slip. The waves
destabilize the material during stable sliding, forcing a shear
stress drop, layer compaction and slip event. This

Figure 7. Schematic of the gouge elastic response without
and with wave perturbation. (a) Shear stress versus time in
the stable sliding regime. (b) Experimental protocol of apply-
ing a wave perturbation. (c) Shear stress versus time. (d) Layer
thickness versus time. All parameters decrease at the onset
of wave perturbation, are subsequently ‘conditioned’ keep-
ing the respective parameters at a new equilibrium condition,
and then recover to their previous equilibrium states after the
wave perturbation.

Figure 8. Triggering of slow slip early in the stress cycle at
1 MPa. An acoustic wave of about 1 s duration and a
recorded amplitude of 8.2 microstrain is applied early in
the slip cycle. The perturbation induces the slow slip event
noted by the shaded region. The observation is highly
repeatable. At loads >$3 MPa, we have not observed trig-
gered slip of any kind in glass beads unless the granular
material is in a critical state, near failure (within the wave
dynamic strains applied (10!9–10!5)).
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interpretation is also suggested by experiments applying
rotary shear of glass beads by N. J. van der Elst et al. (Auto-
acoustic compaction in steady shear flows: Experimental
evidence for suppression of shear dilatancy by internal
acoustic vibration, submitted to Journal of Geophysical
Research, 2011). This work shows that as granular media
begins to flow, noise created by grain collisions induces
compaction. Thus when an external dynamic perturbation
begins the triggering process the grain interactions them-
selves may help sustain slip.
[19] Our results show that laboratory stick-slip and slow

slip result in material compaction during slip that differs
from the commonly applied rate and state friction model [e.
g., Dieterich, 1978]. In our experiments, the compaction
occurs during stick-slip (Figure 4a), triggered stick-slip
[Johnson et al., 2008] and triggered slow slip (Figure 4b),
while the rate and state models predict material dilation
during slip. Rate-state model results [e.g., Segall and Rice,
1995] are based on velocity step experiments by one of the
authors (Marone) [Marone, 1998] applying the same
experimental apparatus used in the experiments described
here. Velocity steps represent a very different loading con-
dition than those used in stick-slip experiments, and conse-
quently rate and state models may require revision to be
consistent with our experimental data. Nonlinear dynamics
are not accounted for in the rate-state model. Discrete Ele-
ment Modeling by Griffa et al. [2011, 2012] also shows that
the material bulk compacts with the shear-stress drop. Our
studies quantitatively show that the evolution of thickness
during both stick and slip portions of the stick-slip cycle is
closely tied to the dynamics, which could provide improved
constraints on friction laws.
[20] Our work also illustrates that fluids are neither a

necessary ingredient in triggering of slow slip, nor a required
part of triggered stick-slip. Low effective stress or a weak
fault [Zoback and Beroza, 1993] is required for triggering of
slow slip and stick slip, and fluids certainly are one manner
to reduce effective stress.

5. Conclusions

[21] In summary, our laboratory observations show that
slow slip may be triggered by nonlinear dynamics. We posit
that triggered slow slip may be due to dynamic waves
inducing gouge material deformation [Tordesillas and
Behringer, 2009] forcing instability and force chain col-
lapse [Griffa et al., 2011, 2012]. The compaction, modulus
decrease and successive recovery—the slow dynamics—are
the characteristics of elastic nonlinearity. While the experi-
ments represent a highly idealized fault relative to Earth, we
observe similar observations in Earth, implying that there are
aspects of the triggering process in the laboratory experi-
ments that scale. Finally, we do not suggest that nonlinear
dynamics are the only potential mechanism of triggered slow
slip nor triggered slip in general, but that they represent a
strong candidate for one mechanism of triggered failure.
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[1] In the paper “Nonlinear dynamical triggering of slow
slip on simulated earthquake faults with implications to Earth”
by P. A. Johnson et al. (Journal of Geophysical Research, 117,
B04310, doi:10.1029/2011JB008594, 2012), there were some
errors in paragraph 17: (1) “2 kg/m3” should have read
“2000 kg/m3”; (2) in equation (2), “�20–200 N/m2 � 20–
200 Pa” should have read “�2–20 kN/m2 � 2–20 kPa”; and
(3) “10�7–10�6%” should have read “0.1%–1%.” The cor-
rected sentences are presented here.


[2] “At 2 MPa, assuming a density of 2000 kg/m3 and a
wave speed of 1000 m/s, and dynamic strains ɛ = 10�6–
10�5, acoustical pressures induced in the laboratory study
are of order


Pdyn ¼ rc2ɛ ¼� 2� 20 kN=m2 � 2� 20 kPa: ð2Þ


This is 0.1%–1% of the applied horizontal stress.”
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